Interactive Science Notebooks - Page Setup Information

**FAFL = Fold-A-Flap Left (2 sided)**
Used on left-hand pages so the worksheet folds out and students do not need to write over the spiral.

Front Side - Click on first line of page 1 and then choose Page Layout → Custom Margins
Left side margin at 1"
Right side margin at .5"

Back Side - Click on first line on page 2 and then click Page Layout → Custom Margins
Left side margin at .5"
Right side margin at 1"
Choose "This point forward" at the bottom

**FAFR = Fold-A-Flap Right (2 sided)**
Used on right-hand pages so the worksheet folds out and students do not need to write over the spiral.

Front Side
Left side margin at .5"
Right side margin at 1"

Back Side
Left side margin at 1"
Right side margin at .5"

**FAFT - Fold-A-flap TOP** - set up with 1" margins at the top to create the gluing flap; page flips up to reveal the blank page below it.

**FAFB - Fold-A-Flap Bottom** - Set up with 1" margin at the bottom to create the gluing flap; page flips down to reveal the blank page under it.